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Surface Magnetism of Ultrathin g-Fe Films Investigated by
Nonlinear Magneto-optical Kerr Effect
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By magnetization induced second harmonic generation (MSHG) the surface magnetization of
films on Cu(100) is studied. The tetragonally distorted phase below 4 monolayers (ML) and the r
fcc phase above 4 ML can unambigously be distinguished by different average MSHG signals.
constant asymmetry of the second harmonic intensities between 1.3 and 10 ML proves, to
approximation, thickness independence of the surface magnetization irrespective of the phase tr
at 4 ML. The nonlinear Kerr angle amounts to 4±. [S0031-9007(96)00700-4]

PACS numbers: 75.70.Ak, 42.65.Ky, 75.50.Bd, 78.20.Ls
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Recently ultrathin fcc Fe films on Cu(100) receive
much interest because of their complex structural a
magnetic properties [1–8]. Nonmagnetic as well as f
romagnetic and antiferromagnetic phases of fcc Fe
predicted by theory [9–11] with largely varying mag
netic moments depending on the atomic volume. Exp
mentally, both ferromagnetism and antiferromagneti
have been observed in completely different systems
Fe films on Cu(100), Cu3Au [12], and CuyAu alloys
[13] grown at various temperatures, in superlattices
or even within Fe precipitates in a Cu matrix [14]. E
pecially the Mössbauer spectroscopy experiments [
indicate that ferromagnetic fcc Fe exists in a high s
phase while antiferromagnetic fcc Fe has only a low m
netic moment. Indeed, ferromagnetic fcc Fe is gen
ally characterized by a higher atomic volume than
antiferromagnetic fcc Fe and is reported to occur
combination with a tetragonally distorted fcc structu
contrary to an undistorted fcc lattice in the antiferroma
netic phase. With respect to the high number of syste
in which these phases have been found the two-phase
havior of fcc Fe now seems quite well established. Ho
ever, it remains an open question how much the magn
moment within each phase still depends on the pre
atomic arrangement.

While thick Fe films on Cu(100) grown at room tem
perature exist in the thermodynamically stable bcc str
ture, for coverages below 11 ML (monolayers) fcc
films with both ferromagnetic high spin and antiferr
magnetic low spin behavior are observed [6]: Belo
a coverage of 4 ML Fe grows epitaxially on the su
strate in a tetragonally distorted fcc phase which sho
characteristic buckling and shifts [3] (phase I). Line
magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) confirms approx
mately homogeneous perpendicular magnetization in
thickness region [1], whereas spin-polarized appeara
potential spectroscopy indicates a small maximum of
magnetic moment at a film thickness of 2.5 ML [8]. F
the thickness range between 5 and 11 ML in the inte
of the film an undistorted fcc structure exists (phase
0031-9007y96y77(4)y743(4)$10.00
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which has been identified as the antiferromagnetic l
spin phase with a Néel temperature ofø 65 K. On the
contrary, the first interlayer distance of the Fe film h
been proved to be expanded [1,4] and hence is belie
to account for the observed ferromagnetism. The sud
drop of Tc on exposure of the film to very small dosage
of CO [1] or O2 gives a further hint that the ferromag
netic order is indeed located at the surface. Howev
it should be stressed that none of these experiments
rectly measures the surface magnetization: MOKE is
intrinsically surface sensitive, and with respect to the a
sorption experiments it is not known in detail how th
structural and electronic properties of the interior
the Fe films including the interface to Cu are influence
For the same reason up to now Mössbauer spectrosc
experiments could not determine the actual location
the magnetic layers, because the surface becomes h
ily contaminated as a consequence of the long durat
of the measurement [15]. The spin-polarized appeara
potential spectroscopy experiments [8] are not exclusiv
surface sensitive due to the high penetration depth of
polarized electrons at the energies employed. In cont
to all cited experiments magnetization induced seco
harmonic generation (MSHG) is known as a techniq
that is intrinsically sensitive to the surface magnetizati
[16–18], in some cases even with submonolayer sen
tivity. Therefore, in this Letter we give the first direc
proof, to our knowledge, that in the thickness range b
tween 5 and 11 ML ferromagnetic order definitely e
ists at the surface. We demonstrate that the surf
magnetization is nearly equal in both phases, only ve
weakly influenced by the different reconstructions. The
conclusions are drawn immediately from the thickne
dependence of the asymmetry of the MSHG signa
However, it is found that the different superstructures
both phases mainly determine the absolute level of the
yield.

The samples were prepared in an UHV system w
a base pressure of4 3 10211 mbar. The substrate wa
cleaned by Ar1 sputtering followed by short annealing a
© 1996 The American Physical Society 743
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630±C. The Fe films were grown at 300 K at an evapo
tion rate of about 1 MLymin. The pressure during evap
ration was below5 3 10210 mbar. The film thickness
was determined by recording the medium energy e
tion diffraction intensity variations and by Auger electr
spectroscopy. Carbon and oxygen contaminations of
Fe film were below 2% of the main Fe Auger line.

Figure 1(a) sketches the main features of the
perimental setup. The magnetization induced S
experiments were carried out with a Ti:sapphire la
operating at a wavelengthl  769 nm with a repetition
rate of 80 MHz and a pulse width of 120 fs.p-polarized
laser light was focused onto the sample under an a
of incidence of 40± resulting in a pulse intensity o
about40 mJ cm22. The reflected fundamental light wa
blocked by an edge filter whereas the second harm
light passed a polarization analyzer and was detected
photomultiplier using the lock-in technique by choppi
the incident beam.

Bulk dipole SHG is forbidden in centrosymmetric m
dia and possible bulk quadrupole and interface dip
contributions can be neglected for reasons discussed
low. Thus, at the Fe surface a nonlinear polarizat
Pis2vd  xijkEjsvdEksvd is induced by the inciden
laser fieldEsvd which generates the SH light. From sym
metry considerations [19] one finds three independent
sor elements (xxxz  xyyz  xxzx  xyzy , xzxx  xzyy,
and xzzz), which are even with respect to reversal of t

FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup. (b) AsymmetryA as a
function of the analyzer anglea for a 7 monolayer Fe film
on Cu(100) forp-polarized incident light. a  0 corresponds
to p-polarized outgoing second harmonic light. Solid line:
according to Eq. (1). The vertical dashed line indicates
analyzer angle at which the thickness dependence of the su
magnetization was measured.
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magnetization and onesxxyz  xxzy  2xyzx  2xyxzd
which is odd. Therefore, forp-polarized incident light the
p-component ofPs2vd and hence the corresponding S
field component is entirely determined by even tensor e
ments, while thes-component depends only on the od
tensor element:Es2v, 6Md  fEps2vd, 6Ess2vdeiwg,
with Ess2vd andEps2vd the magnitudes andw the rela-
tive phase betweenp component and thes component of
the outgoing SH field.

After having passed the analyzer set at anglea with
respect to the plane of incidence the resulting SH inten
is measured for both magnetization directions:

Is2v, a, 6Md ~ jEps2vd cosa 6 Ess2vdeiw sinaj2.

Defining an asymmetry Asad  fIs2v, a, 1Md 2

Is2v, a, 2MdgyfIs2v, a, 1Md 1 Is2v, a, 2Mdg it is
easily calculated that

Asad  2FK tanaf1 1 sFK tanad2g21 cosw , (1)

with FK  Ess2vdyEps2vd the magnitude of the non
linear complex Kerr angle. BecauseFK is given by the
magnitude of the ratio between the odd tensor elem
and a linear combination of the even tensor elements,
a direct measure of the surface magnetization.

Figure 1(b) shows the asymmetry as a function
the analyzer anglea for a 7 ML Fe film on Cu(100).
Using Eq. (1) a nonlinear Kerr angleFK  4± 6 0.5± is
derived. The corresponding ellipticityF00  FK sinw 
2.5± exceeds the linear MOKE ellipticity by nearl
2 orders of magnitude. In this respect, our results ag
very well with the large Kerr angles found for othe
systems [17,20].

The thickness dependence of the surface magnetiza
was investigated at a constant analyzer anglea  105±

as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 1(b). At this a
gle a good signal-to-noise ratio is achieved and the te
FK tana in Eq. (1) is small. Therefore, Eq. (1) can b
simplified to Asad  2 tanaFK cosw, which is directly
proportional to the nonlinear Kerr angleFK . As shown
by the two representative examples in Fig. 2 the film
always show square shape (nonlinear) Kerr hystere
curves indicating good magnetic order. The hystere

FIG. 2. Magnetization induced second harmonic generat
hysteresis curves for 3 and 7 monolayers Fe on Cu(100).
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amplitude of the 3 ML film exceeds that of the 7 M
film by about a factor of 2. However, because the a
erage SH signal for 3 ML is higher by the same fa
tor, the asymmetry remains unchanged. These feat
of the 3 and 7 ML film turn out to be characteristic fo
the two phases I and II. The full thickness depende
of MSHG was determined on a wedge ranging from
to 12 ML as shown in Fig. 3. The upper part of Fig.
depicts the MSHG signal for both directions of magne
zation as it was measured in remanence at a tempera
of 220 K as well as the asymmetry calculated from the
values. In the lower part of the picture the MOKE elli
ticity is plotted for comparison. Four different thickne
ranges can be distinguished, as indicated by the da
lines. Up to approximately 1 ML the SH intensity in
creases nearly linearly with the Fe coverage and is in
pendent of the direction of the magnetic field. Betwe
1.3 ML and about 10 ML two regions with fairly con
stant MSHG signals on different absolute levels ex
sharply separated by the transition from phase I to ph
II. However, the asymmetryA is seen to be nearly inde
pendent of the transition. Finally, above 10 MLA gradu-
ally disappears because the film collapses into the
structure with in-plane magnetization.

FIG. 3. Thickness dependence of the magnetization indu
second harmonic generation signals for positive and nega
magnetization (a) and the resulting asymmetryAsa  105±d (b)
between 0 and 12 monolayers Fe on Cu(100). For compar
in (c) the linear MOKE ellipticity is depicted. Both the linea
and the nonlinear Kerr effects were measured in remanenc
T  220 K.
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The almost linear increase below 1 ML is due
the increasing coverage of the Cu substrate which,
spite deviations from a perfect layer by layer growt
is nearly linear up to 0.9 ML [21]. After the onset o
ferromagnetism at 1.3 ML there is still a significant in
crease in the asymmetry which cannot be explained
the strong thickness dependence of the Curie temp
ture in this thickness range. Together with the slig
maximum around 2.5 ML it might indicate a small thick
ness dependent variation of the magnetic moment at
surface. However, a merely electronic origin cannot
excluded. Certainly the most striking result of our i
vestigations is the nearly constant and equal asymm
within the main parts of phase I and phase II, in mark
contrast to linear MOKE. While in phase I linear MOK
ellipticity suggests roughly homogeneous magnetizat
of the entire film, the only very weak variation of th
asymmetry proves that the surface magnetization is co
paratively thickness independent with only the possi
small deviations from constancy already discussed.
cause of the extreme surface sensitivity of MSHG t
constant asymmetry in phase II not only proves th
the magnetization is located at the surface, indeed,
also confirms its thickness independence in agreem
with linear MOKE and low-energy electron diffractio
spectroscopy (LEED) investigations [4]. Because of t
different Curie temperatures in both phases an extra
lation to 0 K would increase the asymmetry in phase
with respect to phase I by roughly 10%. The fact th
the surface magnetization is nearly equal in both pha
is easily understood in the context of the existence o
well defined high-spin phase. According to the results
[3] and [4] the unit cell volume of the top layer in phas
II is nearly the same as in phase I, which suggests
magnetic moments at the surface in both phases to
nearly equal. However, as the asymmetry shows ch
acteristic deviations from constancy, a weak influence
the highly different reconstructions on the surface ma
netization seems to be visible.

The strong drop of the nonmagnetic part of the MSH
signals given by the average SH intensity going fro
phase I to phase II may be attributed to special featu
of the different reconstructions within both phases. T
lowering of the symmetry due to reconstruction involvin
only lateral shifts of the atoms should not effect th
SH yield to a first approximation because the lig
spot of diameter40 mm averages over all structura
domains. However, as, e.g., the SH yield can be enhan
drastically on vicinal surfaces [22] compared to lo
indexed surfaces, layer relaxation and buckling certai
may influence the SH output. Therefore, in phase I
4 3 1 and the 5 3 1 reconstructions may account fo
the observed higher SH intensity, whereas for the2 3 1
reconstruction in phase II no buckling is reported [4
possibly resulting in a lower average SH yield. Th
occurrence of ridgelike bcc precipitates in phase II [2
745
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cannot be responsible for the observed difference in
SH intensity between phases I and II. Although they a
observed at thicknesses as low as 4.6 ML, their den
increases rapidly with thickness at thicknesses ab
6 ML while the average SH intensity is entirely consta
up to 10 ML. Similar statements are true for the differe
degree of long range order between and within the t
phases [4,23].

As the inversion symmetry is broken also at th
interface between Fe and Cu substrate, in principle
contribution to MSHG could arise from the interface
Cu, too, as found, for example, for CoyCu(100) [24].
However, the large difference in the average SH intens
between the two phases in contrast to the nearly cons
asymmetry strongly suggests that for fcc Fe on Cu(1
the buried interface does not contribute significantly to t
MSHG signal: The absolute level of the MSHG signa
is mainly governed by the different superstructures. T
dominant role of the surface contribution can also
demonstrated by adsorption of very small dosages
oxygen sT  170 Kd: For a 3 ML Fe film the MSHG
asymmetry decreases linearly by nearly 40% upon oxy
exposure up to 0.5 L in contrast to a decline of the line
Kerr angle of only 7%. Significant quadrupolelike bu
contributions from a few ML Fe films are not to b
expected, in agreement with our data (otherwise a lin
increase with thickness should be visible).

In summary, we have shown that for RT-grown F
films on Cu(100) the surface magnetization is to
good approximation equal in the two structurally di
tinct fcc phases below and aboveø 4 ML. Thereby di-
rect evidence of surface magnetism in the thickness ra
between 5 and 11 ML is given. The equal surface m
netization can be explained by identical atomic volum
at the surface in both phases. While the different rec
structions strongly infuence the average SH yield, o
a very weak influence on the surface magnetization
observed.
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